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Seeds can grow into beautiful things. Take Silver Knife for example, a music project initiated by our 

fellow countryman Hans and the Dutchman Nicky, both known from numerous other bands. In their 

enthusiasm, both musicians managed to involve other musical and graphic geniuses in their story, so 

that Silver Knife eventually grew into a full band. German label Amor Fati puts their shoulders under 

Silver Knife and will release the debut album "Unyielding / Unseeing" on August 19. We talked with 

the guys about the writing process and future plans. (JOKKE) 

 

 

Hi gentlemen! Congratulations on the release of your debut album “Unyielding / Unseeing”. If I 

understand correctly, you guys had been planning to create music together for quite a long time. How 

did you two meet? 

N.: Thank you! When I discovered Trancelike Void in 2008 – recommended to me by Laster's S. - I didn't 

have a clue about the person behind the music. Hans and I met years later, as we found our bands 

sharing a stage across Europe. After a slightly escalated evening in Athens, the idea of working together 

came about. As we kept meeting each other sporadically, the plans didn't materialize until after a show 

in Antwerp, where Hans drew up the agenda. 
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H.: As a musician, you want to expand your horizons, and one way to do that is to collaborate with 

different musicians. I always seem to have a 'list' in the back of my head with people I'd like to work 

with. It's pretty ironic that we kept meeting each other in locations all over Europe while we live less 

than 200 km apart. That night in Athens in November 2017 definitely created a bond, after which it was 

only a matter of time before something definite would happen. As Nicky mentioned: in July 2019, right 

after a Nusquama show in Antwerp, a real plan was made. Little over a month later we were in the 

studio. 

 

I don't feel as if a collaboration between the 

two of you is very obvious, as I would put Hans's 

work with Kilte, Hypothermia, and Monads in a 

more depressive black and doom style; where 

Nicky's work with Laster, Nusquama, Reiziger, 

and Vuur & Zijde is a bit more progressive. Why 

did you think that working together would 

result in something musically interesting? 

H.: If the collaboration would be too self-evident, 

it might not be as interesting. Whenever I start a 

new musical project with someone, I usually 

don't think about the personal influences nor the 

music that's been made by those particular people in the past. It's about doing something new, and it's 

important to – at least partly - 'let go' of your musical past in that process too. Whatever led to us 

working together was based on personalities rather than on musical history. 

 

N.: Musically speaking, it's very important to me that a collaboration isn't self-evident. I feel like I can 

learn and gain energy from divergent approaches, as it only enriches my own creativity. Besides that, I 

think it's necessary to work together with people whom I have a personal click with, and with whom I 

share a certain musical enthusiasm. This may sound obvious, but it also shows that a shared musical 

past isn't enough to join forces. 
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Was the musical direction instant-

ly clear, or did it take form during 

the writing/recording process? 

H.: We talked about musical 

direction and concept beforehand, 

but it was only when we sat 

together in my living room, both 

with a guitar in our hands, that 

Silver Knife really began to take 

shape. It was there that I could 

hear the music in my head. I'm 

lucky to have been working together with Déhà for such a long time; some days later I could perfectly 

explain to him what Nicky and I had envisioned.  

 

N.: Despite the spontaneity, it was clear to me that the music needed to have a distinct character; not 

dependent on our former works, but also thematically different from current tendencies in black metal. 

In a way, we knew what we didn't want, which is something that can lead you to find what it is you are 

looking for. 

 

Is the musical input the same for riffs and melodies, or is someone taking the lead in songwriting? I 

can mostly hear Nicky's mark on the music over Hans's input, unless the depressive haze that hangs 

over the music like a draped veil betrays some Kilte and Hypothermia influenced moments. 

H.: The division is more or less 50/50, both musically and lyrically. The atmosphere and collaboration 

during the recordings were of immense importance here. Even the tracks that were initiated by either 

Nicky or me separately, received constant feedback. The recording process in the studio was pretty 

intense because of this; there were ongoing common decisions to be made, with – whenever needed – 

Déhà as a casting vote. Eventually, we naturally progressed in a direction where the tracks weren't so 

much Nicky's or mine, but clearly showed the face of Silver Knife. 
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Later in the process, Pierre Perichaud (Paramnesia) joined as a drummer. Was a real drummer 

necessary for you or were programmed drums an option as well? I do have to admit that Pierre's 

drum work is close to the precision of a drum computer. 

H.: The debut was finished before Pierre joined the band. It was Déhà who did all drums in his studio. 

When Déhà and I visited Pierre in December, he told us how much he liked the album, and that he 

missed making music. Coincidentally, the style of the music seemed to perfectly fit his drumming profile 

as can be heard in Paramnesia (and Lure, of which the first demo should be out soon, keep an eye out 

for that!). It immediately became clear that he was the right person to join the band. At the moment, 

he's recording drums for an upcoming EP, and he'll also be handling the drums on our next album.  

 

Pierre is of course known from his 

artwork and tattoos under the 

moniker Business for Satan. His 

creations are always delightfully 

magnificent and contain a lot of 

symbolism. It seems to be the 

same in the artwork of your debut 

album. I can see the silver knife in 

the center, referring to the band 

name, and two severed hands in 

an 'as above so below' position. 

What's the meaning behind this? 

P.: The silver knife inside the mirror 

invites you to self-reflect. The 

hands symbolize this invitation. 

Future, destiny, vanity, introspection, death, … The mirror and the music force you to look deeper, and 

ask us how far we are willing/able to go. What shall be - or has been - our debt to the mirror and the 

knife? 
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Lyrically, your debut talks about alienation and 

interminable conflict. I'm not exactly able to 

understand what's being screamed, and it does feel 

like the vocals are an additional layer or instrument 

to the music rather than a way of propagating a 

message. Are there any lyrics at all or were the 

vocals more of an improvisation during recording? 

N.: That Summer, I was seized by China Miéville's 

“The City & The City”. This work has a unique and 

intimate way of handling these themes, and had a 

profound impact on my share of the lyrics. Ironically, 

this mostly shines through in the sample recorded 

by E.B. during the song “Unseeing”.  

It's not new in this genre that intelligible content 

makes way for undefined expression. It was an 

evenly artistic choice for us. My high shrieks are not 

suitable for intelligible articulation, but they did find 

a way through the full oppressive production of the record; which is something my other vocal styles 

can't really do. Therefore, we had to make a choice between intelligible lyrical content or the character 

and impact of a specific vocal style. You win some, you lose some. The knife cuts both ways. 

  

H.: I feel like there was a certain interaction between the shape of the music and content of the lyrics, 

as we wrote them during the evenings of (and between) our studio sessions. So instead of first forming 

a musical skeleton and then adding a theme to it, we were inspired by both the music taking shape as 

well as the lyrical content at the same time. Thanks to Déhà's skills, we had a lot of time and space to 

experiment, resulting in each of us recording vocals. I think you are absolutely correct when you say 

the vocals sound more like an extra layer to the music, as we’ve constantly considered whose vocal 

style would fit on a specific segment of music. 
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The album was recorded by Déhà, while the mastering was handled by Jacob of Mare Cognitum. The 

sound is very overwhelming, but also very dense, with little breathing room; something that I have 

heard before with Déhà's works. Was this the specific sound you guys were going for? 

N.: Before I came to Brussels, I didn't know about Déhà's and Jacob's qualities, so it wasn't really 

possible for me to estimate the final sound. The result is that you have to react to what you hear right 

there in the moment, which in turn results in the music and the sound constantly influencing each other 

as the record grows. Because the relentless, pushing production corresponded with the lyrical themes 

and the high tempo, we approached spaciousness and dynamics through melodies and structures. 

Before everything ended up in Jacob's hands, the sound was a lot more raw and undefined. His 

mastering – and endless patience – had a big influence on what would become the final sound.  

 

Are there any plans to take Silver Knife to the live stage? 

N.: There are no concrete plans. However, all four of us are very willing to do so, and see possibilities 

to bring our music to the stage.  

 

Maybe it's a little early to ask this question, but do you think there will be more music after the debut 

album, or was “Unyielding / Unseeing” a one-off thing? 

H.: As you could see in some other answers: there's more material on the way. Together with the debut, 

we recorded two songs that should end up on a 7” EP. And as we speak, Nicky's in Belgium to record 

the follow-up to our debut album. We've both written more than enough material to make this a reality. 

 

N.: I can see many new directions for Silver Knife, both musically and thematically, and look forward to 

exploring these. 

 

This interview was published on www.addergebroed.com on August 7, 2020 
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